Parking Map

Bandimere Speedway Lot
East of Entrance B
39.660339, -105.184312

Please do not go to the Visitor Center before parking! Park first and then use the Shuttle to get to the Visitor Center to check in.

Arrive 15-20 minutes ahead of your scheduled arrival time to allow for parking/shuttle ride.

Directions:
- C-470 to Morrison Road.
- West on Morrison Road.
- North onto Rooney Road.
- Parking lot on the right, first turn past Entrance B sign.

Dinosaur Ridge tent at start!

Payment:
$5 per car - CASH ONLY

Parking/Shuttle Hours:
Shuttles will be running from the start of the event until 4:30pm back and forth between the parking lot and the Main Visitor Center.

Event Information:
Erin.LaCount@dinoridge.org
Dinosaur Ridge Visitor Center
16831 W Alameda Parkway
Morrison, CO 80465
Gift Shop: 303-697-3466 x100